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A TIFIA REALITY CHECK
Bryan Grote, Principal, Mercator Advisors

The new administration has set an ambitious goal of
increasing investment in public infrastructure by
$500 billion to $1 trillion over the next decade.
Administration officials and some congressional
leaders have emphasized a desire to achieve this by
promoting “private investment” rather than relying
on public funding.

ratio (each $1 of subsidy funding supporting $40 of
total investment) seems to have been picked up by
Speaker Ryan in his recent remarks.
It remains to be seen how well the program structure, designed for surface transportation, will serve
the sponsors of a broader range of infrastructure
projects.
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The table shows that significant
public subsidies are required for
many P3 projects and private
equity accounts for a relatively
small portion (only 13%) of total
investment. In fact, the ratio of
private investment per dollar of
federal subsidy is just 2:1. [This
capital leverage ratio does not
take into account the ongoing private investment for maintenance
and major renewal of the infrastructure during the terms of the
concession agreements.] Equity
investment varies by P3 type; the
revenue risk concessions have 20% equity, on average,
while the availability payment concessions have just
5%.

Private equity is a key component of the risk-sharing needed to realize the whole-life
project benefits of a P3. But the public sector’s funding
role cannot be overlooked. The experience of the TIFIA
program confirms this successful partnership. I

The 18-year experience of the TIFIA program is not
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